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Abstract: SBSP should differ from present solar collection methods in that the way utilized to amass power should 

reside on an circling satellite instead of on Earth's surface. A little projected benefits of such a arrangement are a 

higher collection rate and a longer collection era due to the lack of a diffusing atmosphere and evening period in 

space. Part of the solar power is capitulated on its method across the atmosphere by the results of reflection and 

absorption. Space-based solar manipulation arrangements change sunlight to microwaves beyond the atmosphere, 

circumventing these defeats, and the downtime (and cosine defeats, for fixed flat-plate collectors) due to the 

Earth's rotation.. As wires spreading from Earth's external to an circling satellite are neither useful nor feasible 

alongside present knowledge, SBSP sketches usually contain the use of a little manner of wireless manipulation 

transmission. The accumulating satellite should change solar power into mechanical power on board, running a 

microwave transmitter or laser emitter, and focus its beam in the direction of a collector (retina) on Earth's 

surface. Radiation and micrometeoroid damage might additionally come to be concerns for SBSP. 
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

The new millennium has given increased pressure for discovering new renewable power sources. The exponential rise in 

populace has managed to the globe disaster such as globe warming, environmental contamination and change and quick 

cut of fossil reservoirs. Additionally the demand of mechanical manipulation increases at a far higher pace than 

supplementary power demands as the globe is industrialized and computerized. Below these conditions, scrutiny has been 

grasped out to gaze in to the potential of constructing a manipulation station in space to send electricity to Earth by 

method of wireless waves-the Solar Domination Satellites. Solar Domination Satellites (SPS) converts solar power in to 

microwaves and sends that microwaves in to a beam to a consenting antenna on the Earth for conversion to ordinary 

Electricity. SPS is a clean, large-scale, stable mechanical manipulation source. Solar Domination Satellites is recognized 

by a collection of supplementary terms such as Satellite Domination System, Space Domination Station, Space 

Domination System, Solar Domination Station, Space Solar Domination Station etc. One of the key Technologies 

demanded to enable the upcoming feasibility of SPS is that of Microwave Wireless Domination Transmission. WPT is 

established on the power transfer capacity of microwave beam I e, power can be sent by a well-concentrated microwave 

beam. Advances in Phased array antennas and retinas have endowed the constructing blocks for a realizable WPT 

arrangement. 

II.     WIRELESS DOMINATION TRANSMISSION 

Transmission or allocation of 50 or 60 Hz mechanical power from the creation point to the customer conclude lacking 

each physical wire has yet to mature as a acquainted and viable technology. The 50 Hz ac manipulations tapped from the 

grid lines is paced down to a suitable voltage level for rectification into dc. This is supplied to an oscillator fed magnetron. 

The microwave manipulation output of the magnetron is channeled into an array of parabolic reflector antennas for 
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transmissions to the consenting conclude antennas. To compensate for the colossal defeat in free space propagation and 

boost at the consenting conclude the gesture strength as well as the conversion Efficiency, the antennas are related in 

arrays. A easy wireless manipulation feedback arrangement working in FM group provides an appropriate manipulation 

gesture to the magnetron for adjusting its output level alongside fluctuation in the customers demand at the consenting 

side. The finished efficiency of the WPT arrangement can be enhanced by-Increasing directivity of the antenna array. 

Using dc to ac inverters alongside higher conversion efficiency. Using schottky diode alongside higher ratings.    

 

Fig 1.1 

III.     CONSTRUCTION FROM NON TERRESTRIAL MATERIALS: FEASIBILITY AND 

ECONOMICS 

The SPS will be a central attraction of space and power knowledge in pending decades. Though, colossal scale retro 

directive manipulation transmission has not yet been proven and needs more development. One more vital span of 

technical development will be the reduction of the size and heaviness of individual agents in the space serving of SPS. 

Large-scale transportation and robotics for the assembly of large-scale constructions in space contain the supplementary 

main fields of technologies needing further developments. The electromagnetic power is a instrument to enhance the 

quality of life for mankind. It is not a pollutant but extra aptly, a man made expansion of the naturally generated 

electromagnetic spectrum that provides warmth and light for our sustenance. From this think point, the SPS is merely a 

down frequency converter from the visible spectrum to microwaves. 

3.1 Microwaves-Environmental Issues 

The worth of requesting a SPS includes the agreement of microwave beams as the link of that power amid space and 

earth. Because of their colossal size, SPS should appear as a extremely brilliant star in the moderately dark evening sky.  

SPS posse’s countless environmental inquiries such as microwave exposure, optical contamination that might hinder 

astronomers, the condition and protection of space operatives in a heavy-radiation (ionizing) nature, the possible 

disturbance of the ionosphere etc. The atmospheric studies indicate that these setbacks are not momentous, at least for the 

chosen microwave frequency .On the earth, every single retina for a full-power SPS should be concerning 10 km in 

diameter. This momentous span possesses classical environmental issues. These might be vanquishing by sitting retina in 

environmentally insensitive locations, such as in the desert, above water etc. Though, the subjects connected to 

microwaves tolerate to be the most pressing environmental issues. On contrasting alongside the use of radar, microwave 

ovens, police radars, cellular phones and wireless center stations, laser pointers etc. public exposures from SPS should be 

comparable or even less. Instituted on well-industrialized antenna theory, the environmental levels of microwave 

manipulation beam drop down. 
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Fig 1.2 

IV.     GAINS AND DISADVANTAGES 

The believed accumulating solar power in space and returning it to earth employing microwave beam has countless 

attractions. The maximum solar irradiation should be obtainable at all periods expect after the sun is eclipsed by the earth. 

Therefore concerning five periods power might be amassed, contrasted alongside the best terrestrial locations .The 

manipulation might be managed to any point on the earth’s surface. The zero gravity and elevated vacuum condition in 

space would permit far lighter, low maintenance constructions and collectors. The manipulation density should be 

uninterrupted by murkiness, clouds, or rain, that are the problems encountered alongside earth established solar arrays. 

The realization of the SPS believed holds outstanding promises for resolving power crisis. The believed of producing 

electricity from solar power in the space itself has its inherent disadvantages also. A little of the main disadvantages are 

the main drawback of solar power transfer from route is the storage of electricity during off top demand hours. The 

frequency of beamed radiation is projected to be at 2.45 GHz and this frequency is utilized by contact satellites 

additionally .The whole   structure is massive. Elevated price and need far period for construction. Radiation hazards 

associated alongside the system. Dangers encompassed along side malfunction. High manipulation microwave basis and 

elevated gain antenna can be utilized to hold an intense erupt of energy to a target and therefore utilized as a weapon. 

V.     CONCLUSION 

The SPS will be a central attraction of space and power knowledge in pending decades. Though, colossal scale retro 

directive manipulation transmission has not yet been proven and needs more development. One more vital span of 

technical development will be the reduction of the size and heaviness of individual agents in the space serving of SPS. 

Large-scale transportation and robotics for the assembly of large-scale constructions in space contain the supplementary 

main fields of technologies needing further developments. The electromagnetic power is a instrument to enhance the 

quality of life for mankind. It is not a pollutant but extra aptly, a man made expansion of the naturally generated 

electromagnetic spectrum that provides warmth and light for our sustenance. From this think point, the SPS is merely a 

down frequency converter from the visible spectrum to microwaves. 
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